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“We won’t ruin a good story with the facts”

Pastry chef attracts the attention of the Vatican

Head weighing bucket content
resembles wastewater effluent

It was all fun and games at the head weighing
contest until chief dunker Finn noticed the layer of
scum and particulate matter in the bucket
following the macro-cephalic dip by Joey, the
eventual winner. Medical was put on alert and
all contestants were notified by email of easy
access to antibiotics for possible eye, ear and sinus
infections as a result of the exposure to the
re-useable bucket, which was quickly and
quietly whisked away by the haz waste team.

The extraordinary pastries coming out of the South
Pole galley have been labeled as sinful because of
their presentation and flavor. A photo of Jen’s
artistic and tasteful creations somehow made it to
the Holy See and was immediately escalated to
Pope Francis where he had to be convinced that
it was not the work of the devil, but only a humble
and talented pastry chef at the South Pole.
Departments combine to counteract Hannah’s
glowing, contagious aura

Roomba vacuum caught stalking polies

Video surveillance footage confirmed the innocent
looking vacuums that roam the hall of the South
Pole station were programmed by IT to stalk and
record folks deemed unstable by NSF standards.

The Safety and HR departments have combined in
an attempt to dampen the tremendous aura emitted
from Hannah, the exuberant assistant station
manager. Known for their ability to reduce or
eliminate the pleasure that often accompanies tasks
that they deem to be risky, a committee of members
from both departments determined that their
combined negative energy might be enough to keep
Hannah’s overwhelming spirit from spreading to
other parts of the station, and avoid the feared
“excessive happiness” syndrome coined in the
movie Patch Adams which starred Robin Williams.

